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CLOSING DAYS OF SESSION 
Sessional Orders Suspension - Motion 

HON KIM CHANCE (Agricultural - Leader of the House) [5.54 pm] - without notice:  I move -  

That so much of sessional orders be suspended to enable the house to meet at 10.00 am on Tuesday, 
29 November, Wednesday, 30 November and Thursday, 1 December 2005. 

This motion requires an absolute majority.  It should not require a great deal of discussion, although I do 
apologise that it is late in the day to be moving it.  The reason I am moving the motion is that I am concerned 
that in the hours that are provided in the only sitting week that we now have remaining, the week after next, 
under sessional orders we will have difficulty getting through the range of business that is before the house and 
needs to be progressed this year.  All I am seeking to do with the motion is enable an extra few hours in the days 
available to us so that we can conclude in that week what we have made clear we intend to conclude.  I hope that 
the motion has the support of an absolute majority of members.   

HON NORMAN MOORE (Mining and Pastoral - Leader of the Opposition) [5.55 pm]:  It is a pity that the 
Leader of the House did not raise this matter with me and other members of the house earlier, instead of simply 
bringing it on without any discussion with anybody.  

Hon Kim Chance:  I did; I talked to you about it last night.   

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  The Leader of the House has never talked to me about starting at 10 o’clock.  He 
has talked to me about whether we might make some changes to the sitting hours.  I indicated to him that I was 
happy to discuss that issue with him, but never did I agree to start at 10 o’clock on Tuesday and Wednesday.  We 
already start at 10 o’clock on Thursdays, so that part of the motion is not necessary.  The opposition will not 
support this motion, but I am happy to talk to the Leader of the House on Tuesday morning about the rest of that 
week.  Indeed, we have talked to him in the past about cancelling private members’ business and the period set 
aside for motions.  Indeed, we might cancel the time set aside for the consideration of committee reports, as we 
have done today, and sit a little later in the evening if necessary.  However, the Leader of the House has not 
reached agreement with me or anybody else on this issue.  The reason there is a requirement for an absolute 
majority on this motion is that we agreed at the beginning of this session that across-party agreement would be 
required on these sorts of changes.  The courteous thing for the Leader of the House to have done would have 
been to tell me an hour or two ago, or whenever he decided to do it, that he would move this motion today, but 
he did not.  

Hon Kim Chance:  I am sorry; I thought we had discussed it.   

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  With respect, we did not discuss that at all.  I am not prepared to agree to this 
motion at this point.  My reason for that relates to starting at 10 o’clock on Tuesday.  The starting times for the 
other days can be negotiated next week.  We will be cooperative and seek to give the government additional 
time, bearing in mind that it gets more time for government business than governments ever have in the history 
of this chamber, and our annual report tells us that.  We will negotiate with the Leader of the House - I do not 
mean just the opposition; I also mean the other two parties - and seek to assist him in his endeavours.  However, 
before he moves a motion to this effect, I very strongly suggest that he discuss it with me first, so that we can 
decide whether an absolute majority can be achieved.   

Hon Kim Chance:  As I have said, I thought I had.  If that is not your recollection, that is fine.   

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  I want to put my recollection firmly on the record.  I said to the Leader of the House 
that I would be happy to discuss the final week with him and to make any changes that might facilitate the 
provision of more time for government business.  At no time did I agree to sit at 10 o’clock on Tuesday.  In fact, 
it is not convenient for the Liberal Party to sit at 10 o’clock on Tuesday, and I would have told him that had he 
raised it with me.  At the moment I do not see any problem with sitting at 10 o’clock on Wednesday, provided 
that there are no committee meetings at 10 o’clock, and I do not know whether that is the case.  Again, I cannot 
agree to this motion because I do not know whether any committees have scheduled witnesses for hearings.  
Indeed, if we had discussed this earlier, I could have found out.  I am happy to talk to the Leader of the House 
next Tuesday, or whenever he likes, about what we will do in the final week.  I hope that we can reach 
agreement, and I am sure that we can.  That is the best way to do it, rather than for him to simply move a motion 
without notice and expect us to agree.   

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon George Cash):  At six o’clock I will adjourn the debate on this motion for 
the purpose of taking members’ statements; that is, it must be put to a vote.  I am just advising members of the 
rules.   
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HON GIZ WATSON (North Metropolitan) [5.59 pm]:  The Greens (WA) have not been consulted.  I 
similarly indicated to the Leader of the House that we would be happy to discuss any details about extended 
sitting times.  The first I heard of this was about two minutes ago. 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  To be carried, this question requires an absolute majority.  If when I put the 
question I hear a dissenting voice, I will divide the house. 

Question put. 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  There being a dissenting voice, the house will divide. 

Division taken with the following result - 
Ayes (12) 

Hon Shelley Archer Hon Kate Doust Hon Graham Giffard Hon Sally Talbot 
Hon Matt Benson-Lidholm Hon Sue Ellery Hon Sheila Mills Hon Ken Travers 
Hon Kim Chance Hon Jon Ford Hon Louise Pratt Hon Ed Dermer (Teller) 

 

Noes (12) 

Hon George Cash Hon Nigel Hallett Hon Norman Moore Hon Donna Taylor 
Hon Peter Collier Hon Ray Halligan Hon Helen Morton Hon Giz Watson 
Hon Anthony Fels Hon Paul Llewellyn Hon Simon O’Brien Hon Bruce Donaldson (Teller) 

 

            

Pairs 

 Hon Adele Farina Hon Ken Baston 
 Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich Hon Margaret Rowe 
 Hon Vincent Catania Hon Murray Criddle 

Absolute majority not achieved; question thus negatived.  
 


